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  Description

  Users will also appreciate the thoughtful design elements, including a potent built-in LED light to illuminate the wheel valve in poorly lit conditions, which can also serve as an emergency light. Furthermore, the RTC4000 comes in a smart storage case, which cleverly allows the inflator to charge while safely nestled inside. The inflator's compact size and lightweight design make it easy to transport, making it an excellent companion for motorcyclists and cyclists. The RTC4000 has a digital autostop feature that will automatically stopinflating the tyre when the desired pressure is reached. The inbuilt memoryfunction allows you to store up to 4 tyre pressures in either PSI BAR orkPA. Should you have too much air in the tyre there is a deflator valve thatallows you to accurately achieve the pressure you require.
We timed how long it took to inflate a 15-inch tyre from 20-30psi, noting the pressures displayed before and after, plus the ambient and working noise levels. We also timed adding 5psi to a space-saver tyre, to bring it up to 60psi. With its innovative design and impressive features, the Ring RTC4000 Cordless Tyre Inflator confidently makes its mark as a versatile and powerful ally in any tyre maintenance routine. This cordless tyre inflator is a combination of efficiency and user-friendliness, turning tyre care from a mundane task into an effortless endeavour. Freedom and Flexibility Once connected, the LCD screen indicated the PSI on my Citroen C1’s front right tyre in a matter of seconds. Target adjustment was another painless process as only the middle dial needed to be turned for me to reach my desired PSI target. Nothing: Light-weight, powerful, independent - It pumps up vehicle tyres, bicycle tyres and footballs (adapter included), wherever you are, and whenever you need it. How to use this item: Despite some initial challenges in deciphering the pictograms on the device, the RTC4000 was found to be incredibly accurate and straightforward to operate once the function was figured out. Although clearer instructions could improve the initial experience, it doesn't detract from the inflator's overall performance. The RTC4000 in ActionTyre pressures are typically between 30psi and 40psi (or 2 bar and 2.8 bar). How to test your tyre pressure Larger inflators include rechargeable batteries, which make them completely portable. These are a better option if you want to pump up, say, bicycle tyres, without having to wheel the bike next to your car. You may also need a larger inflator for tyres that need higher-than-average pressures, such as a larger van or campervan. What about extras?
As it stands though I’m more likely to reach for my more convenient battery-powered pump when it comes to squeezing a few extra PSI into my tyres. To complement its cordless tyre inflator range, lighting and accessory giant, Ring, has introduced the RTC4000 to fill a gap in the market for a compact, yet powerful and high quality cordless tyre inflator for cars and motorbikes. I’ve used it to top up car and motorbike pressures and once to seat a stubborn tubeless tyre on a mountain bike. I like the screw-on fittings and long hose but generally think a digital gauge is easier to use than an analogue one. It’s a hefty bit of kit, but super speedy and surprisingly quiet.Naturally, tools such as these need to be as convenient as possible, and as space can be limited in cars, and especially with motorbikes, Ring has ensured that this tyre inflator is as compact as it can be, which also means it’s light, so it’s easy to move around the vehicle and top up the tyres. Additionally, there are multiple LED lights on the tool, so inflating tyres can be done at any time. RTC400 Digital Tyre Inflator. Able to inflate a tyre in 3.5 mins by selecting the pressure measurement you'd like and then pressing the on/off button. Shows pressure readings in kPA, PSI and bar. Comes with a 3-piece adaptor kit for small inflatables such as sportsequipment and Presta bike valves.
The Ring RTC2000 Cordless Handheld Tyre Inflator is a small rechargeable tyre inflator that's designed for topping up car tyres and inflating bicycle tyres, footballs (and the like) and even inflatables. It's light in weight (at roughly 500g) and comes with a two piece adaptor kit for sports equipment and Presta bike valves. There's an LED light and it also acts as a powerbank function if need be.Size is probably the most important thing. The smallest inflators are around 20 x 20cm, so you can leave them in your car without losing too much luggage space. The best don’t skimp on the length of the power lead and air hose, which makes it easier to reach all four valves. Most can be preset to stop inflating when your tyre reaches the correct pressure.
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        Shipping from UK.

      

      We do our best to ensure that the products that you order are delivered to you in full and according to your specifications. However, should you receive an incomplete order, or items different from the ones you ordered, or there is some other reason why you are not satisfied with the order, you may return the order, or any products included in the order, and receive a full refund for the items. View full return policy
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